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Public Policy Analysis for Engineers

Introduction

Public policy issues are important to every field of engineering. Yet, most engineering students know little about issues facing their field nor how to analyze potential public policy options in a neutral fashion. Instead of an entire course focused on the topic, faculty can incorporate an understanding of public policy and neutral policy analysis into existing courses.

To respond to this need, Carnegie Mellon University has developed a free online “Public Policy Analysis for Engineers” (http://oli.cmu.edu/courses/free-open/policy101/) module where engineering students learn about the interrelationship of engineering and public policy, how to conduct neutral policy analysis, and then apply that knowledge in engineering-focused case studies to practice the skills they have learned. The module takes a flipped classroom/active learning approach by using short videos to educate students, activities to practice the skills taught, and incorporates real-world examples such as hydraulic fracturing, drones, and 3D printing.

The public policy analysis for engineers module was initially a worksheet developed to help walk engineering students through the eight steps of University of California-Berkeley Professor Emeritus Eugene Bardach’s “A Practical Guide for Policy Analysis: The Eightfold Path to More Effective Problem Solving.” First published in 2000, and now in its 5th edition, “A Practical Guide” is a short, easy-to-read and understand guide based on the work of well-known public policy intellectual leaders. The eight steps include:

1. Define the Problem
2. Assemble Some Evidence
3. Construct the Alternatives
4. Select the Criteria
5. Project the Outcomes
6. Confront the Trade-offs
7. Decide
8. Tell Your Story

In teaching engineering students, however, we found that a more programmatic approach based on this text was necessary. As opposed to students Bardach taught in developing the guide in Berkeley’s public policy school, many undergraduate engineering students had limited education in public policy as part of their pre-collegiate education, and for the international students that we most frequently encountered in master or PhD programs, some of the core principles were not the same in their home countries’ public policy system.

The on-line module and related videos are freely accessible so that faculty at any institution can incorporate them as they wish into their courses. Universities that use blackboard may be able to incorporate them directly into their course website. The module is designed to satisfy ABET criteria related to public policy and society, can be used in a class focused on the interface of engineering and public policy, or over one or more sessions
in a class focused on another topic. Instructors can easily incorporate topics relevant to their course in the framework of the on-line module.

There are also case studies where students can apply the principles learned to a variety of engineering-related situations. Currently, only 3D printing is included in the module, but we have written material for additional technologies that will be incorporated in the Spring/Summer 2016: energy efficiency, energy storage cybersecurity, electricity generation, sustainable vehicles, desalination, energy access, organic compounds, and edible electronics.

In this paper, we will describe the module and pedagogy, share our experience with using the module in courses over a two-year period, the data that shows its impact on student outcomes, and suggest ways for others to incorporate the module into their courses.

**Context and Goals**

The online module is designed to satisfy ABET criteria 3c and 3h, which require that engineering students develop:

- (c) an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic constraints such as economic, environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and sustainability.
- (h) the broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic, environmental, and societal context.\(^2\)

Some of the ABET criteria are proposed for revision in 2016-2017, but the following draft definition of “Engineering Design” shows ABET continues the connection between engineering and public policy:

Engineering Design – Engineering design is the process of devising a system, component, or process to meet desired needs, specifications, codes, and standards within constraints such as health and safety, cost, ethics, policy, sustainability, constructability, and manufacturability. It is an iterative, creative, decision-making process in which the basic sciences, mathematics, and the engineering sciences are applied to convert resources optimally into solutions.\(^3\)

The College of Engineering at Carnegie Mellon University funded the project – both the online module and related videos -- through its internal “Innovations in Engineering Education” program.

**Public Policy Analysis for Engineers Online Module**

The Public Policy Analysis for Engineers online module has three units: Policy Analysis Overview, How is Public Policy Analysis Conducted?, and Public Policy Analysis Cases. The learning objectives for each are provided below.
Unit 1: Policy Analysis Overview
This unit has the following learning objectives:
• Define public policy and public policy analysis
• Describe how policymakers, stakeholders, and policy analysts influence public policy decisions
• Describe why a well-informed and neutral analysis of existing and potential public policies is important for optimal societal outcomes

Unit 2: How is Public Policy Analysis Conducted?
This unit has the following learning objectives:
• Develop a policy-neutral question appropriate for policy analysis that does not include the proposed solution or presume there is a problem
• Assess the potential accuracy and completeness of available policy-relevant information, including identifying the current policy
• Identify, evaluate and compare the positive and negative outcomes of potential policy solutions (including the status quo) according to the criteria you have selected (typically the 4 E’s: effectiveness, efficiency, equity, and ease of political acceptability)
• Predict the various parties interested in taking or opposing action on this policy and their policy position
• Clarify complex policy issues for policymakers in a clear and concise narrative that recognizes obstacles to the recommended policy

Unit 3: Engineering-Based Case Studies
In addition to the objectives in Unit 2, this unit has the following learning objective:

• Apply public policy analysis principles and methods to current technologies.

We provide a description of each of these Units below, including some of the materials and screenshots from the tool. Within the on-line module, an example case of a “Soccket” ball is used to guide students through the different activities. We use that example case here to introduce the different elements of the module as well.

Unit 1: Policy Analysis Overview
Given that most engineers do not study public policy analysis, we began the module by answering the question: “What is Public Policy Analysis?” In this unit, we use illustrations to focus on the following concepts:

• The purpose of public policy analysis is to help policymakers make choices to questions such as these based on a thoughtful and neutral analysis of the situation based on the best information available while taking into account uncertainties.

• The analysis includes breaking down a problem into actionable components, identifying potential solutions, analyzing those potential solutions and comparing them based on a set of pre-determined criteria, and then identifying the optimal solution for a client based on the evidence available.
• Public policy analysis is more of an “art” with no “engineering manual” to tell you the exact options to analyze or calculations that lead to only one answer. This is because it is often influenced by the context of the situation and constantly changing human behavior.

• Public policy analysis is looking toward the future as opposed to program evaluation, which looks at past performance. Since the future is unpredictable (as is human behavior), there is always uncertainty and risk. As a result, risk and uncertainties always need to be acknowledged in the analysis, qualitatively or quantitatively, and it must be written very carefully to make this situation clear. There is no one “right” answer to a public policy situation, only degrees of likelihood of success for a specific client based on the available data at a given point in time.

**Why Should Engineers Learn about Public Policy Analysis?**

Next, we wanted to encourage students to be interested in the topic by explaining why engineers should learn about public policy analysis. By understanding public policy issues and how they are analyzed, we tell students that engineers can:

• recognize potential policy issues related to an engineering-related activity before it occurs,
• identify a potential engineering solution to avoid the public policy challenge in the first place -- particularly important for emerging technologies,
• improve the ability of themselves or their organization to participate in the public policy process by understanding the key institutions and influencers related to that policy,
• and provide advice to policymakers about engineering and technology-related issues.

As an illustration, we focus on the 14 Grand Challenges identified by the U.S. National Academy of Engineering. As shown in Table 1, each of these grand challenges will result in important policy questions. Those listed in the table are just illustrations of what are undoubtedly many policy questions that need to be addressed. Table 1 also provides illustrations of policy analysis that address these questions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Illustrative Policy Question</th>
<th>Illustrative Policy Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solar Energy</td>
<td>Should policies to encourage reducing the cost of solar energy occur at the state level instead of the national level, given that this energy source is likely to be more economic in some parts of the country, such as the southwestern United States, than others?</td>
<td>Nelson, David. “The Role of Government Policy in the Development of Solar Photovoltaic Power,” Climate Policy Initiative, May 31, 2011.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Informatics</td>
<td>What policies can be undertaken to encourage the interoperability of health information record so data can be shared to enhance the quality of patient care?</td>
<td>President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, “Realizing the Full Potential of Health Information Technology to Improve Healthcare for Americans: The Path Forward,” 2010.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineer Better Medicine</td>
<td>What policies could be put in place to advance personalized medicine taking into account issues such as interoperability, inconsistent coding and language standards, problems in data sharing, weak feedback loops, privacy concerns, and ineffective reimbursement policies?</td>
<td>West, Darrell, “Enabling Personalized Medicine through Health Information Technology Darrell West,” Brookings Institution, January 28, 2011.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge</td>
<td>Illustrative Policy Question</td>
<td>Illustrative Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyberspace Threat</td>
<td>What policies should be undertaken to reduce the cybersecurity threat?</td>
<td>Clark, D., T. Berson, and H.S. Lin, &quot;At the Nexus of Cybersecurity and Public Policy: Some Basic Concepts and Issues&quot; Committee on Developing a Cybersecurity Primer; Computer Science and Telecommunications Board; Division on Engineering and Physical Sciences; National Research Council.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery</td>
<td>What is the appropriate balance of funding between engineering tools for research and funding the research itself?</td>
<td>National Academies, Committee on Science, Engineering, and Public Policy, “Advanced Research Instrumentation and Facilities,” 2006.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What Perspective Should Engineers Take to Analyzing Public Policy Challenges?

Engineers also often need to take a systems approach to analyzing public policy challenges. As described by E.S. Quade, a systems approach is “a way to investigate how best to aid a decision maker faced with complex problems of choice under uncertainty, a practical philosophy for carrying out decision-oriented interdisciplinary research, a perspective on the proper use of available tools.”

So that students could understand this concept in the online module, we developed a case study on the “Soccket” ball – a product developed by college students, who did not necessarily have a full understanding of the system within which this product would operate, and as a result did not achieve the societal goal that was the focus of their design. Figure 1 provides this “learn by doing” case study as shown in the module.

The Public Radio International story mentioned in the call study explains that there are a number of challenges to implementation of the Soccket ball concept in the societal context in which the innovation was used. First, the balls sometimes broke after only a few days and so did not provide the light the students needed and disappointed the students regarding technology. Second, parents said that for the cost of the ball, their home could have been wired so that electricity was available on a regular basis, not just after the child kicked the ball resulting in limited light. Students respond to the question in Figure 1 and then are provided the guidance in Figure 2 as to how they should think about the problem after they hit “submit and compare”:
Figure 2: Feedback to Students After Responding to Soccket Case Study

Unit 2: How is Policy Analysis Conducted

The next unit goes over the eight steps in the Bardach guide. Some of these steps were modified slightly to enhance student understanding.

Problem Question vs. Problem Statement: Step One in the Bardach guide is “Define the Problem.” So, for example, you might say “Too many families are homeless.” He also points out that you should not imply the solution in the problem statement, by saying, for example: “There is too little shelter for homeless families.”

Yet there is another challenge that face engineers as they encounter situations that may not yet have occurred or with limited data, so the situation that needs to be evaluated first is whether or
not there is a problem, and then if there is one, whether or not current policies (the “status quo”) are sufficient to address the problem.

Other issues that need to be addressed in the question are the geographic region (as the answer in one area might differ from another) and what entity might take action (as jurisdiction plays a key role in what actions can be taken.) Using the Bardach sample problem statement as an example, the module teaches students to change it to something like the following:

“What actions, if any, should be taken by the Pittsburgh Mayor’s office to address concerns that too many families are homeless in Pittsburgh?”

or in more of an engineering context

“What actions, if any, should be taken by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration to address concerns that 3D printing is producing ultrafine particulate matter in retail settings in the United States?”

And then in their analysis to understand the degree to which there is a problem (if any) and the status quo – the existing policies that may be relevant in this situation. Figure 3 provides an illustration of how this is taught in the module.

**EXAMPLE**

What actions, if any should be taken by Alberta’s Minister of Environment and Sustainable Resource Development to encourage companies to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions from oil sands in Canada?

This is a good example as it is policy neutral and clearly identifies the policymaker who has the authority, jurisdiction, and the energy source in their region sufficient to take the action if that is the result of the analysis, and specifies the type of environmental concern and geographical area. Provided below are annotations of some of the key elements of a good policy statement question:

"If any" -> no additional action is presumed. In Alberta, for example, they already have a carbon tax so the question is, is that tax sufficient? In other provinces, there is no tax on companies, but there is on mobile sources.

"Alberta's Minister" -> individual (or organization) taking action

"encourage" -> the action may be voluntary or a requirement

"companies" -> there is specificity as to the sources involved (for example, mobile sources are not included)

"greenhouse," "oil sands," Canada" -> all provide additional specificity as to which pollutants from what source in what location

Figure 3: Example of Policy Analysis Question Design
Criteria for identifying, evaluating, and comparing policy solutions

4E Criteria vs. Many Criteria: The Bardach guide identifies many criteria that can be used to evaluate public policy options. From an engineering standpoint, it is useful to focus on what we call the 4E’s: effectiveness (the degree to which a societal goal is reached), efficiency (the cost relative to the degree of societal benefit), equity (who are the winners and losers), and ease of political acceptability (often called responsiveness, which is the degree to which stakeholders will oppose or support the option). This is then linked to methods frequently taught to engineers such as benefit-cost analysis, risk analysis, life cycle assessment, and one not often taught, prince\textsuperscript{19} analysis, a political analysis that assesses the position, power, and salience of the key stakeholders relative to a particular policy option.

In operationalizing these 4E criteria, it is important to take the systems approach described earlier. The module uses a simple parking example – students and staff want more parking on campus and are protesting the lack of it to the campus President’s office. One option proposed is satellite parking. As illustrated below, there are the obvious questions of effectiveness and efficiency, but it is important to also consider issues of equity and ease of political acceptability.

- **Effectiveness**: How likely is it that satellite parking will be sufficient to satisfy the demand for affordable parking?
- **Efficiency**: What will be the cost of satellite parking relative to the additional parking gained?
- **Equity**: How fair and equitable is satellite parking to all the stakeholders?
- **Ease of Political Acceptability**: Are faculty, staff, and students likely to support, oppose, or be neutral about satellite parking?

For example, perhaps parking is intentionally expensive and limited in order to reduce the air pollution emissions from vehicles on campus involving equity issues. So adding more parking will create winners for those who want affordable parking, but it will possibly create losers as well. And when looking at ease of political acceptability, you may make those protesting the change happy, but will making this change create another set of concerns with local neighbors.

- **Effectiveness**: Maintaining existing policies will lead some faculty, students, and staff to go to other institutions instead.
- **Efficiency**: A new parking policy that provides an option for lower-cost satellite parking with a shuttle will benefit the most parkers at the lowest cost.
- **Equity**: A higher or lower parking fee (e.g., tax policy) will primarily affect low-income students who do not live close to the university to obtain lower housing costs, but who have no mass transit options. Also affected will be families with small children who may find it difficult to go to daycare facilities or meet daycare center time limits if mass transit is used. One question is whether or not air pollution emissions or traffic-related fatalities will increase due to an increase in the number of people driving.
- **Ease of Political Acceptability**: The protesters might be pleased to get satellite parking as an option, but the neighbors who live on the pathway of the shuttle bus may not be happy as it increases traffic of large and noisy vehicles in their neighborhood -- will they now protest instead?
**Pro-Con Analysis of Policy Options Using 4E’s:** The simple parking example illustrates the importance of encouraging students to do a pro-con analysis. There is a tendency of all students to identify only the reasons their policy idea should occur, and not the reasons it may not be a good idea. This would be advocacy rather than analysis. So the module provides a table (Figure 4) for students to fill in that forces them to consider the pro and con for each of the 4E’s for each policy option. Students then balance the pro’s and con’s to provide an overall assessment, and use symbols to portray their results. Particularly important is looking at their options relative to the status quo (existing) situation.

### Figure 4: Pro-Con Analysis of 4E’s of Possible Options for Action

#### Instructions:
For each option, fill in a brief summary of your option, and a pro/con for each criteria. For example, the “pro” would describe why the option is likely to be effective, and a “negative” a reason why it is not likely to be effective. In the last column, use these reasons to make your final assessment using the following symbols:

- Put in a “+” if you think the answer is more likely to be positive than negative
- Put in a “-” if you think the answer is more likely to be negative than positive
- Put in a “0” if they are approximately equal, and
- Put in a “?” if there is insufficient information to answer the question.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option 1: Status Quo</th>
<th>Pro</th>
<th>Con</th>
<th>Final Assessment (+,-,0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Political Acceptability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option 2:</th>
<th>Pro</th>
<th>Con</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Political Acceptability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option 3:</th>
<th>Pro</th>
<th>Con</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unit 3: Engineering-Based Case Studies

The third module focuses on students applying these principles to engineering situations through case studies. The case studies were selected such that a variety of engineering fields are represented as well as the general issue of energy, a challenge likely to be the focus of interdisciplinary engineering activities. Currently, one case study was posted for testing (on 3D printing), but the others have been written and will be programmed in the spring and summer of 2016. The case studies were selected based on real situations analyzed by faculty members at Carnegie Mellon University, and uses videos by them to illustrate the concepts.

1. 3D Printing
2. Energy Efficiency
3. Energy Storage
4. Cyber Security
5. Electricity Generation
6. Sustainable Vehicles
7. Desalination
8. Energy Access
9. Organic Compounds
10. Edible Electronics

Figure 5 provides the executive summary from the 3D printing example:

Executive Summary: 3D Printing (focus on environmental impacts)

Category: Mechanical Engineering and Materials Engineering

Executive Summary:

3D printing, or additive manufacturing, is a technology that creates three-dimensional objects by successively layering material via computer control (3D printing process, 2014). There exist three common types of 3D printers: fused deposition modeling (FDM), stereo lithography (STL), and powder deposition printing (Berkock, 2014). FDM is the most common type of 3D printing. Traditional manufacturing methods include inkjet, computer numerical control (CNC) milling, and injection molding. Some advantages of 3D printing over traditional manufacturing methods include a reduction in material waste and an increase in manufacturing customization. Some potential disadvantages to 3D printing are the concerns about indoor air pollution emissions of ultra fine particulate matter, high energy consumption, and high use of plastics in an era when use of plastics is being discouraged.

Learning Outcomes: After completion of this module, students should be able to understand the mechanics behind policy analysis in the context of mechanical and materials engineering issues.
Videos

Working with an educational video company, Acatar, a spin-off company from Carnegie Mellon, we developed videos to teach the key concepts in the class. Based on the advice of the company, the videos were short (about 10-15 minutes) and each began with an illustrative “hook” with a real-world example, to encourage students to watch the rest of the video.

The videos proved much more popular than earlier versions of the module that were text only. There was some concern about duplicating material in the video in the text, but others appreciated the reinforcement of the concepts. The videos produced for the module include:

- What are policy analysis and program evaluation?
- How should you develop your policy analysis question?
- How should you develop and evaluate your policy options?
- How should you summarize your analysis?

The module also includes videos of faculty from different engineering fields describing why it is important for engineers to learn policy analysis. More videos are planned so that all fields are covered. Some student videos will be included as well.

Videos have also been produced but not yet incorporated into the module on benefit-cost analysis, risk analysis, and life cycle assessment. A video on prince analysis, a political analysis method, will be provided in the summer of 2016. These videos will be integrated into the existing module to illustrate how these analysis provide the information needed to evaluate the 4E’s.

Use of the Module in the Classroom Setting

In the classroom setting, there are several ways the modules are used:

1. **Policy-oriented Engineering Class**: Examples of this type of class are those in energy policy, environmental policy and politics, and new technology commercialization: public policy strategies (This last class is the subject of another ASEE paper). Students are first given a pre-quiz (for no credit) of the same 10 question multiple choice quiz given in the module. Students then learn the policy analysis principles in the module, practice them during in-class discussion of case studies and by writing blogs for their technology-based paper topic, and then produce a final 5-page policy paper at the end of the class bringing all their work together.

2. **Technology-focused Engineering Class**: This type of class focuses on a particular technology such as carbon capture, cybersecurity, robotics, or water quality technology. Students may or may not do Unit 1 relative to what the faculty member believes the student does or does not know about policymakers and public policy. When it comes to Unit 2, focused on policy analysis, faculty members tended to pick a policy question they believed it is important for students to address relative to their class topic. In that way, they could focus on the most important public policy question facing their technology.
(3) Engineering 101 Class: This class, typically taken by freshman or sophomores, focuses on this topic in one or two classes as part of an overview of their major, say an “Intro to Civil Engineering” class. The instructor picks the question, and then teams of 3-4 students all address the same question in class using the module as the basis. Teams then can compare their policy results and options analysis to that of other teams. The key lesson learned in this situation as that policy analysis answers will differ and there is no one right answer. Students might identify the status quo and two policy options in one class, and then analyze those options in the second class.

Outcome Assessment

Students are assessed quantitatively before and after participating in the module with ten multiple choice quiz questions to assess what they have learned. They are also asked to provide information on the utility of the module and ways to improve it.

The module was used in several classes in the Fall 2015 semester, after a year of testing via a simpler Blackboard model the previous academic year. An ANOVA analysis of pre/post data for within subjects found that the effect on student’s knowledge of public policy analysis was highly significant (p < .001) with post-test higher than pre-test. For the five questions that were more central to understanding of public policy concepts, the effects of the pre/post test were again highly significant. In addition, the effect of the question and interaction among questions were both not significant indicating that the variation in scores cannot be attributed to a particular question being wrong in the pre-test and correct in the post-test.

Students were also asked to provide feedback on the module. The findings are:

- Approximately 91% of the students found that the module was engaging/motivating to complete, and 100% believed it supported their learning.
- Students enjoyed the videos with real life examples the most, and getting to make decisions on public policy.
- Videos were far preferred over the text material.
- Students were asked on a 1 to 5 scale if they have a better understanding of the application of policy analysis for an engineering issue with 1 being low and 5 being high. The results indicate that 33% scored the module a 5, 58% a 4, and 8% a 3 with none at a score of 1 or 2.

Here are some illustrative comments from students regarding the module:

Positive

- The videos were good as they were short and to the point.
- I love videos as a learning tool.
- I like all the theories and find them very beneficial for lots of analysis.
- I learned a lot in the modules and thought they were beneficial.
- Most of the courses should be done this way! The interactive, do at our own pace was great.
• It was a great learning experience and covered in depth what the class discussions were about.
• I thought the videos were well made and as an audio/visual learner it helped a lot.
• This taught me a ton!

Negative
• I think they were too long/given in too short of a timeframe.
• I’m not a fan of [online learning] in general.
• I thought it was very redundant.

Future Work

Additional analysis will be conducted on more classes in the 2016 spring semester. These are classes taught by the authors and those not taught by the authors. We have also asked faculty to test the module at other institutions so we may see if the effectiveness remains the same.

In addition, we will ask the students who used the module in earlier semesters whether or not the lessons learned were useful in other classes, internships, or employment. We have some informal feedback that it has provided useful in all of these situations, but we need to address the question in a more analytical fashion.
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